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Abstract
All is every wanted was the ability pursue Life, Liberty and
Property: to get an education, a good job, marry right, have
children and contrite to America. Being bestowed with
exceptional character, abilities, tenacity and courage is not so
that I can sustain for decades, cultivating a jump above the
rest of these grievous Human, Civil Rights Violations with Hate
Crimes! Exclusions, impediments and resources of employment,
shelter and cloths, being homeless now twenty years and sleeping
by a garbage bin in Pasadena Cali, zip code 91101 is the same
zip code of the Mail Box Planet at where all my Copyrights, data
and existence is measured.
Opportunity, resources denied, attacked and impeded, regularly
confronted with stimuli to cause sickness, emotional unrest –
pathological out of consensus proximity of the homeless, drug
addicts, alcoholics and those with emotional problems are a
relentless pipeline adjacent that is used as a weapon, so today
I wake up again, toilet paper placed convenient for my
observation, reiterating the defecation, food, clothing stolen
from me homeless, people with knives, bottles and rocks
attacking, the Insurance part, this is an outright, blatant lie
and connected to the toilet paper this morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/239902279_21429
5527321821_3047138964758966169_n.jpg
The theft of my book-bag, phones, computer and whatever resources
I carry on my back for decades, mind you with prudence, I never
appear homeless, am dirty of cloths and or of person, so this is
also connected to the toilet paper this morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file.jpeg
Of course, I never saw a cent of that, and being on disability
since July of 1989 for losing a half a dozen jobs for being
“unemployable” is not the person I am, and it is in the context
of these criminal twelve step programs and its infrastructure of
crime, fraud, drugs and child porn, many a time a pedophiles
adjacent modeling my continence or product to molest,
indoctrinate and or trigger events, so this person who torpedoed
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my Uber/Getaround vehicle on May 14, 2019 is also connected to
that toilet paper:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Of course, I have tried to Gig-work, get my Human Rights, yet the
Rover.com is also aligned with the Uber approach and was
attacked; money, vehicles and I could House sit? No, with
relentless accost, public libraries, transportation, resources
of food, now writing this Eight Report, this person is a lie in
wait at a bank, impedes my path as a par usual and part of the
unwanted conversations, a relative of yesterday regarding
security in the Glendale Central Library, an environment,
particular with Arcadia Cali where unwanted touching, drugs and
child porn is observational, this person is also connected to
that toilet paper:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/1-5.jpg
Mass Shootings
Being on Social Security since 1989 is an unconscionable fact
of Aggravating Factors. From being homeless since 2001
and evicted from the Glendale Cali YMCA to this present
day, all the jobs lost, exclusion, incidents and
suppression of Life Liberty and Property, reference Brad
J. Beck, Janyce Langlot and Sylvia M. McCready of
Greenacres, Veradale amd Tukwila Washington respectively
can be isolated, classified and defined by this person in
the Glendale Central Library on 08/25/2021, post stimuli
and of the unwanted touching to trigger and event:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/ee.jpg
Last night, 08/26/2021, I went to the 99 cent store in Pasadena
Cali and was paced, targeted and engaged by children, young
gorsl that were deliberated to stimulate and of a pedophile
agitator, and this is post adjacent emotionally disturbed
environmental on the Metro 180 from Glendale to Pasadena. Desmon
Choi MD placed me on mental disability in July of 1989 for being
“unemployable,” so when this small snake is realized as the
grass is beaten, all the exclusions in Arcadia Cali, from Golds
Gym, 24 Hour Fitness, Westfield Mall, Arcadia Central Library,
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from Santa Anita Park Race Track, a child prodigy from my
livelihood and with Arcadia County Park no longer tenable for me
to utilized, today I am in Pasadena Central Park, dodging the
dog walker(s) with their second-hand smoke recursion, an
instrument used last night after the 99 cent store, I have to
keep moving, navigating a positioning of out of consensus,
stalked by a City Park Employee, I settle to do some exercise,
yet the predator becomes an adjacent proximal combative stimuli
that is related to child porn and drugs:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/unnamed-1.jpg
Wherever I may go and do, from childhood to this day, this has
been the scope of profound failure, for an infrastructure of
twelve step programs, doctors and social workers that service
them, Police and Judges and with drug addicts, alcoholics,
persons with schizophrenia, the unintelligent and the
incompetent, all are used as weapons. With 750 Billion lost in
America on misdiagnosis alone, a Gaslighting criminal pathology
is all related to my rapist father, Arthur James McCready.
Illegally started Thoroughbred Horses for decades, though, he
died in 2007, disinheriting me as a rapist, he is a root cause
of misinformation for profit and power and a resident of Tukwila
Washington that has the highest crime rate in our country with
mass shootings a qualitative loop:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/ecmccready.jpg
Criminal Police

It is my understanding that an Uncle of mine was a Police Chief
of Seattle, and the loop with authority to cause misinformation,
harbor crimes and even 911 is reference to Los Angeles County
and King County metrics discussed in these reports:

Jeff Sessions
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
Report One
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
Report Two
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
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Report Three
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/four-6.pdf
Report Four
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/five-1.pdf
Report Five
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/six-7.pdf
Report Six
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/seven-8.pdf

Back in the Glendale Central Library after a year in Arcadia
County Park during the pandemic, challenged to these criminals
to, I am there to advance my start-up, yet security has been
combative, pathological and criminal with this one a weak target
in the public transportation pipeline to incriminate an
offensive reaction upon him that is the profile of these twelvestep infrastructure and pedophiles:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/unnamed-2.jpg
Violations of social distancing goes along with mobility, public
transportation and its pattern positioning of stimuli,
technology to cause fatigue and trigger an emotional upheaval is
again with reference of the person, 08/27/2021. Deliberate to
impose, violates social distancing though aware of the interim
by cultivating a diametric and of the expectation’s catastrophic
event, I appeased the volatile circumstance to sustain my
resource and utilization of the Glendale Central Library at
where an aggressive posture is to deny my Human, Civil Rights
with Hate Crimes:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/a-1.jpg
Accosted regularly, the brazenness of this has been in context to
get me to react violently to incriminate myself. Target in the
Theater District in Pasadena Ca being the first of such
sequential, engaging a Victor Frankl tag line I was going to use
for my company motto “face everything and ride,” and this is a
great example how my ideas are attacked and many times
violently. Again, last night, on my way to my area that I have
slept at for twenty years:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/c.jpg
.. maids a constant challenge of stealing, the one here has been
leaving toilet paper and aligned with this Library Security
quipping “money,” and the maintenance guy next door at where I
sleep times his radio to go off to agitate me all night, this
morning rolling up, doing the slam door thing to trigger state:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/b.jpg
The person last night had a white dog. He kept charging at me
“what are you going to do” statement, and today a color-coded
event of these criminals all networked, wearing white and
aligned with twelve step programs and all into crime. He was
bizarrely not of care for his own safety and was aggressive to
trigger an assault. I have had 1000, stop counting there,
contacts with Los Angeles County Police and Sherriff, and when I
get a police response, this officer, after this whole scenario
hands me her card and says “now you can go home” in an affect to
offend, so as I proceed to leave, turn the corner, there was a
person in context, an accost with a small dog; this suggestive
of a “little pussy” to trigger an attack, this morning there is
one square of toilet paper placed in context at where it is of
the bin that I sleep at for the last twenty plus years.
The Report #1PA0075342 had four Pasadena Police on the scene, so
how do I know that each and every one of them were in the
context of these criminal twelve step programs, deal drugs,
child porn, human trafficking and are of this infrastructure of
maids that into your data, hospitals as mules and a surveillance
for future crimes let alone contraband into the LA County Jails?
After a 1000 such contacts, you get better at it. They do not!
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/1-6.jpg
Maids And Interstate Crime
Surveillance at local is followed by a combative accost, criminal
pathology and proximal stimuli to trigger an event. The theft of
personal items, clothing and food is constant with Gardeners,
blue collar workers and retail or food-stuff access a constant
impediment to access the resourcefulness that I am need. Being
over twenty years homeless, not one meal, care package of
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opportunity to achieve Life, Liberty and Property has been an
opportunity with all bases covered.
Recently I am engaged with out of consensus pathology of persons
of context to appear filthy and without integrity of self
respect. Even though I have been homeless since 2001 at this
interim, I maintain personal hygiene and will wash my cloths and
use a water spicket most of the time, for I am regulary attacked
in laundromats. Last night, 08/28/2021, I used a bar of cast
steal soap to do my personal rags, recently had my only washcloth stolen, among the many many items and times and or of
defecation followed by intimidation of toilet paper left in the
vicinity at where I sleep by the maid. Sensing an intrusion last
night, I noticed that bar had been stolen in my sleep and this
person was in my criminal pipeline and of this “walk up” on me
this morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/20210829_083036
.jpg
Janyce Langlot of Veadale Washington is my mother and she is a
maid for doctors, and the scope of the interstate crime is
drugs, child porn, prostitution, theft and insurance fraud. The
Recovery home nerby has had a relentless overlap of people from
an overflow of Santa Anita Park Race Track, persons in
entertainment to violate my space, engage in Human Rights
Violations and followed by relentless accost, proximal stimuli
and criminal patterns and pathologies to indoctrinate, bake in
and trigger an emotional upheaval. Brad J. Beck of Greenacres
Washington, his wife had a day care center and my step-sister’s
husband had committed suicide, a one hundred thousand dollar
insurance policy.
There is a long history with scope to benefit from the infirmity
of others, and with a rampant crime, Brad J, Beck is a Social
Path masquerading as a construction worker and networked with a
criminal infrastructure. It would be obvious that if an audit of
those persons spoke of, the doctors, their properties and all
pipelines, all persons utilizing recovery services in my scope
of this narrative was audited, defined and detailed, there is
certain to be property theft, metrics of an indoctrination and
matriculation of criminals and a network of child porn, drugs,
prostitution, theft and fraud.
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Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila Washington was married to my father
who died in 2007, and there is this overture of out of census
patterns and criminal pathology, should such property transfer
to me that they and or others way out of consensus would live
with me and or I would be compelled to allow such property
rights to be transferred to them. Also, on egress and or the
leaving indoctrination, I am relentlessly accosted, stalked and
attack during such scope of leaving this that and or the other.
Summary
Yesterday in Alhambra Central Library, Alhambra Cali 08/29/2021,
proximity and stimuli was combative and positioned to trigger an
emotional event and in reference to recent attack in Pasadena
Cali, Pasadena Police Report ##1PA0075342. Public
Transportation, Metro Bus continuous to be compromised, theft at
my local definition continues with residual pathology of these
Dog Walkers and kids way out of consensus as to my circumstance
and traction.
This morning, divulging I have had to find my nourishment from a
garbage bin, patterns and pathology and in scope of surveillance
and positioning, an inevitable predatory loop is with Glendale
Central Library security, waste management and a relentless
attempt to orchestrate, indoctrinate and cause sickness and or
emotional illness is verifiable and of latency;observing a
parade of Dog Walkers, baby carriages in tow revolving around
garbage bins all the way into the Glendale Central Library,
today I had need to wash my hands:grabbing some extra paper
towels, indexing a latent and of a recurring event, an
individual enters restroom, slams a toilet seat down and of such
of the annoying sound that loops to the Glendale YMCA,
stimpualting in 2001 at when I was evicted on Good Friday for “I
don’t need a reason.” Being homeless since, impediment to the
extent that I have to literally step in the street, the accost
of metrics offend the space that occupy and combative
occupational to utilize assault and of its weapon.
With the Calendar a trajectory at where there is this rhetorical
of my step-brother Brad J. Beck, mother Janyce E. Langlot of
Greenacres, Veradale Washington respectively is this network of
criminals that stae they “work,” and as I quickly exited to
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Glendale Central Library restroom, the Library security is
synchronous as I exit, shaking his body, such a pattern disrupt
of another that is taught by this con-man personal achievement
coach Tony Robbins, as a parameter of the other Library security
has repeatedly attempted to trigger a physical assault to
incriminate and of which was of the theater of such report
##1PA0075342 on Thursday, 08/26/2021 by Pasadena Police and with
relative assailant accost brazen, there is no regard for of them
for their safety and of patterns grievous from Arcadia County
Park, Arcadia Cali and of that backstory of Reports:

Jeff Sessions
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
Report One
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
Report Two
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
Report Three
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/four-6.pdf
Report Four
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/five-1.pdf
Report Five
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/six-7.pdf
Report Six
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/seven-8.pdf
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